
LAUC-B Affiliated Spring Assembly 

Thursday March 16, 2017 

Morrison Library 

8:30 - 10:00 a.m. 
 

Minutes 
D. Rowan, scribe 

 
1. Business meeting, call to order – C. Marino at 8:36 a.m. 
2. Committee reports and introductions 

a. TALAG – T. Huwe 
i. Lily Castillo-Speed appointed new chair 
ii. Recent discussions with the UL have revolved around clarification of 

the definition of an Affiliated Library. 
iii. Welcome to new members Nancy Goldman, Head, Film Library and 

Study Center, BAM/PFA; and Christina Fidler, Museum Archivist, 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology. 

 Business meeting concluded at 8:55 a.m. 
 

3. Program 
a. Welcoming remarks - C. Marino 
b. Speaker - D. Eifler, Promoting the Tactile: Hands On Artists’ Books 
c. Speaker - E. Vigor, Form Follows: Engaging students with archival collections 
d. Speaker - S. Teplitzky, Making Maps and More 
e. Speaker - B. Miller, Coordinating a Peer-Led Productivity Workshop for Grad 

Students 
f. Q and A 

Program concluded at 9:50 a.m. 



CREATIVE PROGRAMING  
IN LIBRARIES AND ARCHIVES

LAUC-B Committee on Affiliated Libraries Affairs Spring Assembly 2017



Berkeley Art Museum and 

Pacific Film Archive

New location:

2155 Center Street



Film Library and Study Center









MVZ Archives: Supporting scientific 
research and opportunities for integrating 

biotic collection data

Christina V. Fidler



800 bound field notes
300 unbound field notes
525 manuscript collections
200+ annotated maps
15000+ historic images
3000+ file folders of 
correspondence
Rare books
Fine Art

MVZ Archival Holdings



Field notes – The Grinnell Method

Journal Species Accounts Catalogue

"At this point I wish to emphasize what I believe will ultimately prove to 
be the greatest value of our museum. This value will not, however, be 
realized until the lapse of many years, possibly a century, assuming that 
our material is safely preserved. And this is that the student of the future 
will have access to the original record of faunal conditions in California 
and the west, wherever we now work.”



Joseph Grinnell, Tracy I. Storer, Walter P. Taylor, 
Joseph S. Dixon, Charles L. Camp

957 “man-days” in the field
~3,000 pages of field notes
4354 specimens obtained

~700 photographs

41 sites, elevational range 150 – 11,800 ft 

Yosemite transect

1914-1915
-------------



Species range shifts - mammals:  Yosemite transect

28 species

12 - no change

6 - range expansion

10 - range contraction

Persistence Expansion Contraction

Expansion Contraction No change
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~ 3 times more bird species 
per site observed than 

collected

Beyond the Specimens



Resulting grants 
• NSF (2003-2007):

Data Capture and Digitization of 
MVZ Ancillary Materials 

• CLIR (2012-2015): Cataloging 
Hidden Archives of the Museum 
of Vertebrate Zoology

• IMLS (2015-2017): Strategic 
Stewardship for Sustaining the 
Archives of the Museum of 
Vertebrate Zoology

• CLIR (2015-2017: Biodiversity 
Heritage Library Field Notes 
Project



Finding Aid



Student Opportunities



Questions?

Email: mvzarchives@berkeley.edu



Promoting the Tactile:

Hands On Artists’ Books

David Eifler

University of California, Berkeley



Ode to a grand staircase (for four hands) / Julie Chen

Berkeley, CA,  Flying Fish Press, 2001.



Days have gone by / Colin Frazer

Tallahassee, FL,  2010



Dragonfly / Bryan Kring

Oakland, CA, 2011



Raising the supine dome/

Amy Borezo.

Orange, Mass.  2010



Woods in the city / by Alisa Golden

Berkeley, CA, Never Mind the Press, 2013



A Tribute to Alvar Aalto / Nikki Thompson

San Francisco, CA,  Deconstructed Artichoke Press, 2008



Venezia / Carrie Ann Plank

San Francisco, CA, 2013





Every building on the Sunset Strip / Edward Ruscha

Los Angeles, CA, 1966



January 10 - February 16, 2011 January 16 - February 19, 2014











Dexterity pumps / R. D. Burton

Ocean, NJ,  Burton Books, 2008



Direction of the road / Ursula K. Le Guin woodcut 

by Aaron Johnson, Santa Cruz, CA, 2007



On stones / Suchecki-Twitchell

Berkeley, CA, 2015



Marin Headlands 2010-2050 / Barbara Milman

El Cerrito, CA, 2011

















August 28. 2015 October 23. 2015 January 29. 2016 April 16. 2016

August 26. 2016 October 28. 2016 January 27. 2017 April 22. 2017



http://guides.lib.berkeley.edu/hands-on/all

http://guides.lib.berkeley.edu/hands-on/all




Mój dom = moje domy = my home = my homes / Beata Wehr

Tucson , AZ, 1997





One of these books cost $3,000.  Can you tell which?

What are the essential elements that make a book a book?

Is it construction or content?

Is it medium or message?

Is it important that a book have a message?

What makes one book more valuable than another?

Which of these do you find most appealing and why?   

What are the parallels with architecture and design?





Spiral dome: sculptures in paper and steel / 

Thomas Parker Williams, Philadelphia, PA, 2016



The square / Islam Aly, Iowa City, Iowa, 2014



Before I built a wall, I'd ask to know what I 

was walling in or out / Lyall F. Harris

San Francisco, CA, 2008



Ursula's garden / Paul Johnson

Cheadle Hulme : The Book Art Project, 2005



Berlin, the doors, mezuzahs / Michael Bensman

Berlin, 2011



Falling Shutters / by Susan Viguers

Philadelphia, PA, 2012



Books, books, books

6th and Howard -- the Hugo Hotel / 

Marie Kelzer, San Francisco, CA, 2008



Andrea Palladio : excerpts from The four books on architecture /  

translated by Robert Tavernor & Richard Schofield

Bremen, ME.,  2008



Kyoto to Ohara : the number 17 / Howard Munson

San Francisco, CA, 2008



Deering Oaks / Rebecca Goodale

Portland, ME, 2006





Form Follows
Engaging Students with 

Archival Collections

Emily Vigor
Environmental Design Archives





























Thank you!
evigor@berkeley.edu
archives.ced.berkeley.edu



 Making

Pop-up exhibits as an outreach tool

Sam Teplitzky & Susan Powell
Affiliated Libraries Spring Assembly 2017



Goals
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Goals

We began “Maps and More” as a series of monthly pop-up exhibits in Fall 2014. 

These show-and-tell sessions are designed to:

● Lure visitors into the library

● Spark new connections among students, researchers and librarians

● Help users understand maps as research materials

● Raise the profile of our library’s services and collections



Before

Brainstorm
Choose timely topics that are relevant to 
users, and supported by the collection.
Identify potential collaborators.

Collaborate
Invite graduate students or others to guest 
curate exhibit related to their research topic; 
Discuss process.

Curate
With guest curator(s), survey and select 
materials; Focus on highlighting the physical 
collection and current research.

Promote
Advertise events with flyers, emails to library 
and department lists, through twitter feed, 
library blog and campus calendar.



During
Introduce

Curator(s) introduce the topic, 
orient visitors to layout of exhibit, 
and provide context.

Interact
Encourage informal interactions and 
exchanges among attendees. 
Seize opportunities to promote 
collection and library services. 
Provide roving reference with an 
iPad.

Record
Capture attendance. 
Photograph event. 
Provide cards for feedback and 
suggestions for future topics. 



After

Document
Record the use of maps and items 
displayed. Create libguide with list of 
maps and items on display.

Extend
Hold materials for a week or two to 
anticipate follow up questions. Refer 
patrons to web guide.

Review
Debrief about attendance and 
reactions to the week’s theme. 
Discuss experience with guest 
curator(s).



The numbers

October 2014 – March 2017

● 25 sessions

● 547 total attendees

● Range of 7 to 39 attendees

● Hundreds? thousands? of maps! 



Attendance by session

Fall 2014 Spring 2015 Fall 2015 Spring 2016 Fall 2016 Spring 2017



Attendance by affiliation



Survey/Comments

Feedback through comment cards and email survey:

● Approximately 90 responses

● Roughly 25-30% had never been to the Earth Sciences and Map Library

before attending “Maps and More.”

Great materials! 
These events give a 
real sense of the 
scope of the 
collection.

I went with modest 

expectations, but 

often found myself 

truly engaged, and I 

learned a lot.

Love the 
ability to 
‘drop in’ to 
these events.



Assessment 

What we’ve done well: 

● Engaged in rewarding collaborations with graduate students

● Offered simple, appealing presentation of maps and materials

● Showed diversity of collection with interesting and topical themes

What we’ve improved:

● Vary day and time, avoid other events, midterms and finals

● Include more graduate and undergraduate students as presenters.

● Balance topics and formats to attract wide range of attendees.



Next steps



Next steps

● More consistent communication of events. Try out mailchimp.
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Next steps

● More consistent communication of events. Try out mailchimp.

● Continue to make connections to other library resources, projects and researchers 
across campus

● Take it on the road

● Continue to be flexible, 
adapt as we go 
and have fun!



Thanks!

See you on Friday 4/14:

Sugar and Sand: Tracing Cuba's Shifting Export Economy in Maps

and Friday 4/28:

Road Trip! Maps for the August 21, 2017 Eclipse



COORDINATING A PEER-LED 
PRODUCTIVITY WORKSHOP 
FOR GRAD STUDENTS

Becky Miller

Natural Resources & Environmental Sciences Librarian

Bioscience and Natural Resources Library



Planning

• “Becoming More Productive” - focus on 

productivity tools and workflows 

• Aim for 3-4 presenters

• Target Life and Health Sciences grad students 

with Amazon gift cards as incentives

• Try to attract a big audience and make it fun



Recruit Speakers

• Recruitment email forwarded by LHS librarians



Recruit Speakers

• Recruitment email forwarded by LHS librarians

• SIX VOLUNTEERS! 



Publicity

• Let students write 

abstracts of their 

presentations

• Leverage departmental 

connections of 

presenters



Event Logistics

• Intro, then four 10-minute presentations 

• Librarian roles: moderator, timekeeper, note-taker

• Q & A after all presentations

• Raffle, assessment, and swag at end



0

0

2

5

6

strongly disagree

neutral

strongly agree

number of respondents (n=13)

“Because of this session, I am better prepared to 

use productivity tools and techniques”



What topics did you find most useful? 

Other comments?

• “Loved incorporating multiple perspectives; very 

nicely done; liked diversity of students”

• “All of the topics were extremely helpful! . . It was 

great to have other graduate students be our 

speakers . . . made it more relatable”



What topics did you find most useful? 

Other comments?

• “Positive environment on this topic that is easy 
to feel bad about”

• “ See that we all struggle with similar concerns 
and I'm not alone”



LibGuide



LibGuide, cont.



Lessons Learned?

• Students may not talk about what you, or the 

audience, expect

• But they are more engaged when it is led by them



Lessons Learned?

• For some topics, students know best

• Multiple speakers = multiple perspectives



Lessons Learned?

• Hands-off approach worked on several levels

• Students were able to open up and support each other

• We could be ethnographers and listen to their concerns

• Time management – manage tasks, set goals, create balance

• How to read articles and prioritize readings



Lessons Learned?

• Attendance was high: student speakers draw 

fellow students
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